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Check List of the Fishes of Japan. -In the series called Ailzio- 
talionzes Zoo/,ic'I p#)mmses (Vol. 111), publislhed by the Zo' logical 
Society of Tokyo under the auspices of the Imperial University of 
Tokyo, Jordan and Snyder give a P Preliminary Check List of the 
Fishes of Japan." This catalo,-ue is a neatly printed miemoir of 
159 pages. 

It includes 686 species, exclusive of species from the Kuriles 
and Ritu Kiu, mentioned in footnotes. The known localities in 
rapan are enumerated for each species, and the Japanese vernacular 
name of each is given. These vernacular names, corrected and 
largely compiled by Dr. C. Ishikawa, give the paper a special value 
to Japanese students. 

The paper was in press before the authors planned their expecli- 
tion to Japan in I900. In this expedition upwarrls of 250 species 
were addled to the list and a number of changes and corrections will 
be rendered necessary. The total number of species of fishes now 
known from the entire empire is between IOOO and lIOO. 

We may note that the new genus Orlist-ll lis (bler couiles) is identical 
with the earlier Eteliscts, having the same type. The appearance 
in the text of this needless nanie was the result of accident. 

The paper is "dledlicated to Professor Kakichi Mitsukuri of the 
University of Tokyo in recognition of his work as a naturalist ancd 
of his character as a man." It is to be hoped that this paper, 
written in America and publislledi in Japan, may help serve the pur- 

pose of bringing Japanese science and that of the nations called 
(kccidlental into closer touch with each other. D. S. J. 

Notes. -The spouting of the finback whale has been successfully 
observed by Henking (Zool. li~e^,.ere- P13d. XXIV, pp. Io3-I II, I90I) 

while off the Norwegian coast. The spout is not in any sense a jet 
of water, but is a cloud of water particles, as maintained first by 
Scoreshy, and is driven out of the animal's nostrils by an operation 
not unlike a sneeze. The clouci usually ha.s the outline of a reversed 
comma and Professor Henking's paper is noteworthy as containing 
the first accurate drawings of this outline. 

TFle difficulty, of ascertainingf the exact limits of the ectoclerm and 
the enitoclerm -in the mouth cavity of vertebrates has been the chief 
obstacle in deterniniin- from which g-erm layer the hypophy sis is 
clerivercl. Zelenv (('J?/ologriB 2 ./! fill Vol. II, pp. 267-28I) has 

found that in turtles this oroan is formed before the month breaks 
through and that it is dierivedi from the ectorlerm. 
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